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FROM NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION TO THE PERIODIC TABLE OF 

SEMANTIC PREDICATES 

In this contribution I undertake the task of proposing a solution to a significant problem 

in semantic role theory. As a sequel to the solution that emerges, I wish to erect a 

periodic table of semantic predicates1.  

 

1. PRESENTING THE PROBLEM 
 

In order to state the problem to be tackled in this paper, I propose to make contact with 

four texts on English Language and linguistics. The intended contact pertains to their 

treatment of role theory. 

In their influential grammar of the English language Quirk et al (1985: 741) duly remind 

us that  

analysis of participant roles has not achieved a general consensus, nor has it fully 

explored all distinctions … [their] description must therefore be considered 

tentative. 

 

On the other hand, Brown and Miller (1991: 308) justify their description of role theory 

by “its offering a degree of both generality and particularity [although] it has no easily 

defended validity … [and] there seems to be no alternative in the current state of 

knowledge.” 

 

                                                           
1
 Two preliminary points are in place. Firstly, I wish to express my gratitude to Mr Per Baumann of Zurich 

University who, with the utmost candour, read two drafts of this paper. Secondly, being fully aware that some 

readers may well expect to be reminded of the pronunciations of the various Greek and nonliteral symbols employed 

in this paper, I append them to the text. 
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While Fromkin et al (2003: 192) prefix their list of roles with a reassurance to the effect 

that “the list is not complete”, Larson and Segal‟s (1995: 489) considered stance on the 

nature and number of semantic roles is the most pessimistic, for they write: 

The upshot is that we regard the question of which thematic roles there are and 

how they are defined as empirical ones, to be resolved in the usual way: by 

investigations that construct specific theories making detailed and specific 

predictions. Preliminary theories of this kind have been proposed; however, it is 

likely that resolving thematic roles precisely will require a great deal of 

investigation, involving domains beyond linguistics. It is worth remembering 

that fully 22 centuries elapsed between the first suggestion of the atomic theory 

of matter, in which all substances were factored into earth, water, air, and fire, 

and the elaboration of atomic theory by John Dalton, in which a more complete 

and satisfactory set of atomic constituents was proposed. Finding elementary 

constituents can evidently be a long-term project. 

 

Admittedly, the development of atomic theory was tortuous; but we need not resign 

ourselves to a similar state-of-affairs with regard to role theory. The objective I am 

poised to pursue in this paper is to bring the problem of determination of semantic roles 

closer to its solution by propounding a so-called “situatodomainal theory”. Taking my 

cue from Larson and Segal, I embark on the quest for semantic roles, in relevant areas 

beyond linguistics with extraordinary keenness on mechanics. 
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2. THESIS STATEMENT AND ITS LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 
 

2.1 Central Thesis   
 

In this paper I employ the term “Newtonian forces” to refer to forces which are 

captured by means of Newton‟s Laws of Motion. Furthermore, by „semantic roles” I 

mean labels such as “agent”, “instrument”, “affected”, “patient” and “experiencer” 

variously used in current linguistic literature. Although it may be a far-fetched idea to 

unify physics (or mechanics, to be more exact) and theoretical linguistics, the central 

thesis I am advancing in this paper is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

Newtonian forces and semantic roles. Let the reader be reminded of the one-to-one 

correspondence as shown in [1]  

[1] 

 [1[ 
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where each force F


is to be uniquely mapped to a semantic role θ . 

 

2.2 Newton’s Laws of Motion  
 

Newton‟s First Law of Motion states that if the resultant external force acting on a 

particle is zero, then it will either remain at rest (if it is already at rest) or it will move at 

a constant speed in a straight line(if it is already in motion). 

Newton‟s Second Law of Motion states that if the resultant external force acting on a 

particle is non-zero, then it will move with an acceleration proportional to the mass of 

the particle and in the direction of the force. 

Newton‟s Third Law of Motion states that if two particles are in contact, then the force 

exerted on particle 2 by particle 1 is equal and opposite to the force exerted on particle 1 

by particle 2. 

 

2.3 Identification of Semantic Roles 
 

 

Letting 

         
F


 = resultant external force acting on the particle 

 O


 = zero vector 

 


 = velocity (i.e. speed in a given direction) of the particle 

 m = mass of the particle 

 a


 = acceleration (i.e. change of 


in time)2 of the particle 

 

Newton‟s Laws of Motion (cf  Sec 2.2) can be more compactly stated as follows: 

                                                           
2
 In this paper, a vector (here , F


 , O


,


or a


) is indicated in bold print together with a superimposed arrow. A 

zero vector , it will be recalled, is a vector with zero magnitude and whose direction is undefined. 
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 Newton I : If F


=O


,then either 


 = O


 or 


= constant. 

 Newton II: If F


≠O


,then F


= ma


. 3 

 Newton III: If particles 1 and 2 are in contact, then 12F


 =  - 21F


 . 

It will be noted that the Newtonian forces are either absolute or relative (Newton I ), 

causative (Newton II) or contactive (Newton III). Now, in line with the central thesis (cf 

Sec 1) the associated semantic roles are absolute or relative, causative, or contactive. I 

now proceed to identify the semantic roles, but their formal definitions are being 

deferred to Sec 2.5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the absolute or relative situation , [] is the (non) change bearer while [R] is the 

reference. In the causative situation, [Φ] is the (anti)causer while [E] is the causee. 

Thirdly, in the contactive situation, [] is the contactor while [A] is the contactee. 

Unpacking [] , [Φ]  and [] as [] = [B], [Z],  [Φ]   = [C], [K], and [] = [N], [T] the final 

list of NINE semantic roles presents itself as follows: 

1) [B]   = Change Bearer 

2) [Z]  = Nonchange Bearer 

3) [R]  = Reference 

                                                           
3
 The equation F


 = ma


 also defines force F


. 

Newton I     Newton II    Newton III 

  =  m =      =  m ≠         =  -  

 

 

 

 

 

[]   [R]     [Φ]   [E]    [] [A]  
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4) [C]  = Causer 

5) [K]  = Anticauser 

6) [E]  = Causee 

7) [N]  = Dynamic Contactor 

8) [T]  = Nondynamic Contactor 

9) [A]  = Contactee 4  

 

2.4 Classification of Motions and Situations  
 

Motivated by the central thesis (cf Sec 2.1), I characterize motions (governed by Newton 

I-III) and situations (represented semantically by means of semantic roles) similarly. 

Therefore, I classify motions and situations as shown in the adjoining Figure. 

Fig 1: Classification of Motions/Situations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 Should we need an aide –memoire, then consider: “become [B], zero [Z], reference [R], knock [N], touch [T], 

affected [A],causer [C], antikauser [K],effected [E]”. 

    Motion/Situation 

 

  Noncausative 

 

          Noncontactive 

 

Absolute   Relative (Non) Dynamic Contact         (Anti)Causation 
(Non)Change   (Non) Change             
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2.5 Definitions of the inferred Semantic Roles 
 

In the following formal definitions of inferred semantic roles (cf Sec 2.3), {B], [Z], 

[N],[T], [C] and [K] are primary roles.  5 

1) ID1 Change Bearer   = df   the primary semantic role in a situation of 
 either absolute or relative change 

2) ID2 Nonchange Bearer   = df the primary semantic role in a situation of                                    
            either absolute or relative nonchange 
 

3) ID3 Reference   = df  the semantic role which correlates with either the      

      change or nonchange bearer 

 

4) ID4 Dynamic Contactor = df the primary semantic role in a situation of  

   dynamic contact 

 

5) ID5 Nondynamic Contactor = df the primary semantic role in a  

           situation of nondynamic contact 

 

6) ID6 Contactee = df the semantic role which correlates with either  

    dynamic or nondynamic contactor 

 

7) ID7 Causer  = df the primary semantic role in a situation of causation  

 

8) ID8 Anticauser = df the primary semantic sole in a situation of  

Anticausation 

 

9) ID9 Causee   = df the semantic role which correlates with either the  

causer or anticauser 6  

                                                           
5
 A primary semantic role is the semantic origin of the semantic predication  in question. 

6 The notion of role correlation ([] ˃──˂ [R] ,  [] ˃──˂ [A] ,  [Φ] ˃──˂ [E] ) flows into the definition of a 

well-formed semantic predication (see Sec 4.1). 
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3. THE SITUATODOMAINAL ROLE THEORY  
 

The formal language of the situatodomainal role theory presented below will be made 

more comprehensible in Sec 4 through ample exemplification of given situations during 

the discussion conducted therein. 

 

3.1 The Theory 
 

The theory exhibits six components:  

(1) Extralinguistic Situations: 

a) absolute or relative change  β 

b) absolute or relative nonchange ζ  

c) dynamic contact    ν 

d) nondynamic contact   τ 

e) causation     κ 

f) anticausation    χ 

 

(2) Semantic Roles: 

a) Change Bearer     [B] 

b) Nonchange Bearer   [Z] 

c) Reference     [R] 

d) Dynamic Contactor   [N] 

e) Nondynamic Contactor   [T] 

f) Contactee     [A] 

g) Causer     [C] 

h) Anticauser    [K] 

i) Causee     [E] 

 

(3) Individuals: 

a) general individual   x 

b) number     n 

c) set      q 
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d) material object    r 

e) plant     b 

f) animal     z 

g) human being    h  

h) semantic predication   w 

 
 

(4) Domains of:  

a) general domains    x‟ 

b) numbered objects   n‟ 

c) sets     q‟ 

d) material objects    r‟ 

e) plants     b‟ 

f) animals     z‟ 

g) human beings    h‟ 

h) semantic predications   w‟ 

i) meaning –bearer s   p‟ 

j) directed objects    d‟ 

k) ordered objects    o‟ 

l) space-located objects   ℓ„ 

m) time-located objects   t‟ 

n) form-bearers    f‟ 

o) graded objects    g‟ 

p) inanimates              m‟(inanimate products m”) 

q) animates     a‟ (animate products a“) 

r) perceivers    e‟ (percepts  e”) 

s) thinkers     c‟ (thoughts c”) 

t) emotion-bearers    j‟ (emotions j”) 

u) actors     v‟ (actions v”) 

v) language-endowed objects  s‟ (language objects s”) 

 

(5) Brackets: 

a) round brackets (  ) indicating semantic domains 

b) square brackets [   ] indicating semantic roles and predications 
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(6) Formation Rules 

If   θ =  df semantic role, α = df semantic individual, δ’ = df semantic domain , wfp = df 

well-formed semantic predication , then the following are formation rules (FRs): 

a) FR1  θα(δ‟)  is a wfp. 

b) FR2 Σα1 (δ‟1)Rα2(δ‟2) is a wfp. 

c) FR3 ψα1(δ‟1)Aα2(δ‟2) is a wfp. 

d) FR4 Φα1(δ‟1)Eα2(δ‟2) is a wfp. 

e) FR5 There are no well-formed semantic predications other         -           

  than FR1-4 above. 

 

3.2 How to Read Semantic Predications 
 

In this Section I show the reader how to read semantic predications including the ones 

from Sec 3.1 (6). 

 [1] θα(δ‟)   “role theta individual alpha in domain delta prime” 

 [2] Σα1 (δ‟1) Rα2(δ‟2) “role sigma individual alpha-one in domain delta-one 

    prime, role R individual alpha-two in domain delta  

    two prime” 

 

[3] ψα1(δ‟1) Aα2(δ‟2) “role psi individual alpha-one in domain delta-one  

    prime, role A individual alpha-two in domain delta- 

    two prime” 

[4] Φα1(δ‟1) Eα2(δ‟2) “role phi individual alpha-one in domain delta-one  

     prime, role E alpha-two in domain delta-two prime” 

[5] Zx(e‟)   “role Z individual x in domain e prime” 
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[6] Kh1(v‟) E[Zh2(m‟) Rx(ℓ„)] “role K individual h-one in domain v prime,  

role E: opening bracket role Z individual h-two  

in domain m prime, role R individual x in  

 domain ℓ closing bracket” 

 

[7] Nh(v‟) Ar(p‟)   “role N individual  h  in domain  v  prime, role  

     A individual r in domain  p  prime” 

[8] Th1(a‟) A[Th2(a‟) Ah1(a‟)] “role T individual h-one in domain  a  prime,  

       role A: opening bracket role T individual       

      h-two  in domain  a  prime, role A individual  

       h-one in domain  a  prime closing bracket” 

 [9] [Bz(a„)] Rx(t‟)   “opening bracket role B individual z in   

      domain  a  prime closing bracket role R   

      individual x in domain t prime” 

 [10] Ch1(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E[Br2(d‟) Rx (ℓ‟)]] 

“role C individual h-one in domain v prime, 

role E: opening bracket role C individual r-one 

in domain m prime, role E: opening bracket 

role B individual r-two in domain d prime, role 

R individual x in domain ℓ prime closing 

bracket closing bracket” 
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4. ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION OF SELECTED VERSIONS OF SEMANTIC ROLE 
THEORY 
 

4.1 Further Definitions 

 

In order to develop the conceptual basis for the formal definition of the terms 

“individual α in domain δ prime”, “well-formed semantic predication”, “semantic 

predicate” and “situatodomainal theory”, I now provide a semantic analysis of nine 

examples of situation. Each example is structured as follows: 

 

(1) characterization of the situation in the extralinguistic world 

(2) Newtonianization of the situation 

(3) application of the force-role correspondence principle (see Secs 2.1 and 2.3) 

(4) semantic representation of the situation in the extralinguistic world 

 

[1i] The first situation to be analysed is one in which the door opens. 

[1ii] F


  = ma


= O


  7 

 
 
 
 

[1iii]   [B]    [Ø]  
[1iv] w  =  Br(f‟) 

 

 

                                                           
7
  It is arguably helpful to formalize the Laws of Motion stated in Sec 2.2 as a precursor to the identification of 

semantic roles. Hence,  

 Newton I:  F


  =  ma


= O


   

 Newton II: F


  =  ma


  O


 

 Newton III: 12F


 =  - 21F
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[2i] The second situation is one in which Peter resembles John. 

[2ii]   =  m =  

 

 

 

[2iii] [Z]    [R] 

[2iv] w    =   Zh1(f‟) Rh2(f‟) 

 

[3i] The third situation involves Peter seeing John. 

[3ii]   =     -  

 

 

[3iii] [N]             [A] 

[3iv] w    = Nh1(e‟) Ah2(a‟) 
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 [4i] The fourth situation is one in which Peter writes a report.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                     8  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
8
 The opening and closing vertical strokes represent embedding of a Newtonian equation of motion . 

[4ii]   =  m   

 

 

[4iii]   [C]    [E] 

[4iv] w  =  Ch(v‟) Er(p‟) 

[5i] The fifth situation is one in which a farmer slaughters a bull. 

       8   

[5ii]   =  m     =  m  =         

 

 

[5iii]   [C]   [E]  [B]      [Ø] 

[5iv] w    =   Ch(v‟) E[Bz(f‟)]  

 

[6i] The sixth situation involves the police holding a criminal suspect in the cell.  

[6ii]   =  m     =  m             

 

 

[6iii] [K]   [E]  [Z]     [R] 

[6iv] w    = Kh1(v‟) E[Zh2 (m‟) Rx(ℓ)] 
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[7i] A lecturer explaining a theory to a student is the seventh situation to be 

considered.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[7ii]   =  m     = -  

 

 

[7iii]   [C]    [E]   [N] [A] 

[7iv] w  =  Ch1(s‟) E [Nh2(c‟) Ax(p‟)] 

 

[8i] The eighth situation involves a chief executive officer of a company using 

a pen to write a report.  

[8ii]   =  m      =  m    

 

 

[8iii]   [C]   [E]   [C]    [E] 

[8iv] w    =   Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) Er2(p‟)] 

 

[9i] The ninth situation is one in which Peter uses a key to open a door. .  

[9ii]   =  m     =  m       =  m  =   

 

 

[9iii] [C]   [E]  [C]     [E]   [B]     [Ø] 

[9iv] w    = Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E [Br2 (f‟)]] 
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The term “semantic predicate” can now be intuitively introduced via the examples  

[1iv] –[9iv] so that we obtain [1va] –[9va] with generalizations in [1vb]- [9vb]. 

 

 [1va] Ω = [B]  [1vb] Ω = [∑] 

 [2va] Ω = [ZR]  [2vb] Ω = [∑R]  

 [3va] Ω = [NA]  [3vb] Ω = [ΨA] 

 [4va] Ω = [CE]  [4vb] Ω = [ΦE] 

 [5va] Ω = CE[B]  [5vb] Ω = ΦE[∑] 

 [6va] Ω = KE[ZR ] [6vb] Ω = ΦE[∑R] 

 [7va] Ω = CE[NA] [7vb] Ω = ΦE[ΨA]  

[8va] Ω = CE[CE] [8vb] Ω = ΦE[ΦE]  

[9va] Ω = CE[CE[B]] [9vb] Ω = ΦE[ΦE[∑]] 

 

To conclude this Section, below are the formal definitions of the terms mooted at the 

beginning of the Section. 

 

(5)  “individual α  in domain  δ (double) prime “ = df “individual α is a 

member of the set of ‟ or δ‟‟  
 

(6) “well-formed semantic predication” is defined equationally : 

w      =  ϑ1α1 (δ’1) ϑ2α2 (δ’2) where ϑ1  =  [∑] , [Ψ] , [Φ];  

 ϑ2  =  [R], [A], [E] and [∑]˃──˂ [R], [Ψ]˃──˂[A] and 

 [Φ ]˃──˂[E] 

 

(7) “semantic predicate ” is  defined recursively as: 
 

Ω = [ϑ], [ϑ1ϑ2] , ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3], ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3ϑ4]  , ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3ϑ4 [ϑ5]],  

  ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3ϑ4[ϑ5ϑ6]],  ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3ϑ4[ϑ5ϑ6 [ϑ7]]], ϑ1ϑ2[ϑ3ϑ4[ϑ5ϑ6 [ϑ7ϑ8]]]   
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(8) The Situatodomainal Theory is a theory in which an extralinguistic 

situation is semantically represented by means of  (a) semantic role(s), (a)  

semantic individual(s) in (a) semantic domain (s). 

 

 
 
4.2 Quirk et al’s Version  

 
Quirk  et al (1985: 740 -754) posit thirteen semantic roles which are listed below as  

QDI-13. 

  

(1) QD1 Agentive = df “the animate being9 instigating or causing the 

    happening denoted by the verb”  

 

(2) QD2 Affected = df  “[the] animate or inanimate [being] which does  

        not cause the happening denoted by the verb, but is  

        directly involved in some other way” 

 

(3) QD3 Recipient =  df “ the animate being that is passively implicated  

         by the happening or state” 

 

(4) QD4 Attribute =  df “ the typical semantic role of a subject  

        complement and an object complement” 

 

(5) QD5 External Causer  = df “ the unwitting ( generally inanimate) cause  

     of an event” 

 

(6) QD6 Instrument  =   df  “ the entity (generally inanimate) which an  

        agent uses to perform an action or instigate a  

        process” 

 

(7) QD7 Positioner =  df “ the animate entity which takes up a position or  

         causes another entity to be in such a position”  

 

 
                                                           
9
 Only the domains of animates and inanimates are within Quirk et al’s purview; see QD 2-3, 5-7. 
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(8) QD8 Locative  = df “the entity which designates the place of the  

     state or action” 

 

(9) QD9 Temporal = df “ the entity which designates the time of the  

     state or action” 

 

(10) QD10 Eventive = df “ the entity which designates an event” 

 

(11) QD11 (Prop)  it  = df  the nonsemantic role which “mainly occurs  

      in clauses signifying  (a) time, (b) atmospheric  

      conditions, and (c) distance” 

 

(12) QD12 Resultant = df “ an object whose referent exists only by  

     virtue of the activity indicated by the verb” 

 

(13) QD13 Cognate = df  a role which “refers to an event indicated  

     by the verb” 

 

In the analysis which follows the numbering of examples will be: [] for the example 

sentence, [i] for Quirk et al‟s analysis and [ii] for my own analysis. The eagle-

eyed reader may be occasioned to refer to ID1-9 in Sec 2.5 in order to ensure more 

precise comparison. 

 

  [1     ]  She  is  happy . 10 
  [1i    ]  Affected Attribute 
  [1iia ]  Nonchange Bearer 
  [1iib ]  Zh(a‟) 

 
 
  [2     ]  He     turned     traitor. 

 [2i    ]  Agent     Attribute 
  [2iia ]  Change Bearer 
  [2iib ]  Bh(a‟) 
 

                                                           
10

 In Quirk et al’s examples [1] –[6], “is happy”, “turned traitor”, “is hot”, “was warm”, “was interesting”, “is 

windy” and “is blowing” are all predicates (generalized as [∑] ). 
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  [3    ]  The Sahara     is hot . 
  [3i   ]  Location   Attribute 
  [3iia]  Nonchange Bearer 
  [3iib]  Zx(ℓ„) 
 
  [4    ]  Last night was  warm. 
  [4i   ]  Temporal  Attribute 
  [4iia]  Nonchange Bearer 
  [4iib]  Zx(t‟) 
 
  [5    ]  The show  was interesting. 
  [5i   ]  Eventive  Attribute 
  [5iia]  Nonchange  Bearer 
  [5iib]  Zx(a”) 
 
  [6    ]  It   is windy. 
  [6i   ]  Prop it  Attribute 
  [6iia]  The wind  is  blowing. 
  [6iib]  Change Bearer 
   
  [6iic]  Bx(m”) 
 
  [7    ]  He   was  at school. 
  [7i   ]  Affected   Locative 
  [7iia]  Nonchange Bearer  Reference  
  [7iib]  Zh(v‟)Rx(ℓ„)  
 
  [8    ]  She  got  into the car. 
  [8i   ]  Agent    Locative 
  [8iia]  Change Bearer  Reference 
  [8iib]  Bh(v‟)Rx(ℓ„) 
 
  [9    ]  He is lying  on the floor. 
  [9i   ]  Positioner   Locative 
  [9iia]  Nonchange Bearer  Reference 
  [9iib]  Zh(v‟)Rx(ℓ„) 
 
  [10    ]  The meeting   is  at    eight. 
  [10i   ]      Eventive     Temporal 
  [10iia]  Nonchange Bearer    Reference 
  [10iib]  Zx1(a”)Rx2(t‟) 
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  [11    ]  He was  working. 
  [11i   ]   Agent 
  [11iia]  Causer 
  [11iib]  Ch(v‟) 
 
  [12    ]  She  is  standing. 
  [12i   ]  Positioner 
  [12iia]  Nonchange Bearer 
  [12iib]  Zh(v‟) 
 
  [13    ]  The curtains   disappeared. 
  [13i   ]    Affected 
  [13iia]  Change Bearer 
  [13iib]  Br(m‟) 
 
  [14    ]  The wind is  blowing. 
  [14i   ]  External Causer 
  [14iia]  Change Bearer 
  [14iib]  Bx(m”) 
 
  [15    ]  It  is raining. 
  [15i   ]  Prop it  
  [15iia]  The rain is  falling. 
  [15iib]  Change Bearer 
  [15iic]  Bx(m”) 
 
  [16    ]  He   threw  the ball. 
  [16i   ]  Agent    Affected 
  [16iia]  Causer   Change Bearer 
  [16iib]  Ch (v‟)  E [ Br (ℓ„) ] 
 
  [17    ]  Lightning       struck  the house. 
  [17i   ]  External Causer   Affected 
  [17iia]  Dynamic Contactor   Contactee 
  [17iib]      Nx(m”) Ar (ℓ„)  
   
  [18    ]  He   is holding a knife. 
  [18i   ]  Positioner     Affected 
  [18iia]  Anticauser    Nonchange Bearer 
  [18iib]  Kh(v‟) E [Zr (ℓ„) ] 
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  [19    ]  The stone broke  the window. 11 
  [19i   ]  Instrument     Affected 
  [19iia]  Causer   Change Bearer 
  [19iib]  Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟)] 
 
  [20    ]  She  has  a   car .  
  [20i   ]  Recipient   Affected 
  [20iia]  Static Contactor  Contactee 
  [20iib]  Th(v‟)Ar(m‟) 
 
  [21    ]  We    paid  the   bus driver. 
  [21i   ]  Agent      Recipient 
  [21iia]  Causer   Dynamic Contactor 
  [21iib]  Ch1(v‟) E [Nh2(v‟)Ax(j‟)] 
 
  [22    ]  The will benefits us all. 
  [22i   ]  Instrument   Recipient 
  [22iia]  Nonchange Bearer  Reference 
  [22iib]      Zx (p‟)  Rh(h‟) 
 
  [23    ]  They              climbed the  mountain. 
  [23i   ]  Agent       Locative 
  [23iia]  Change Bearer  Reference 
  [23iib]  Bh(v‟) Rx (ℓ„) 
 
  [24    ]  The  bus seats  thirty. 
  [24i   ]  Location   Affected 
  [24iia]  Thirty people   can sit  in the bus. 
  [24iib]  Nonchange Bearer  Reference 
  [24iic]         Zh(v‟) Rr (ℓ„)  
 
  [25    ]  They      fought  a clean fight. 
  [25i   ]  Agent    Cognate 
  [25iia]  Dynamic Contactor  Reference 
  [25iib]      [Nh(v‟)] Rx (a”) 
 
  [26    ]  I  wrote  a  letter. 
  [26i   ]  Agent    Resultant  

                                                           
11

 This sentence is not canonical. If canonized, the formalization  would be 

     Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟‟)]] .   
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  [26iia]  Causer   Causee 
  [26iib]   Ch(v‟) Er (p‟) 
   

 

  [27    ]  They   had  an argument. 
  [27i   ]  Agent      Eventive 
  [27iia]  They  argued. 
  [27iib]  Dynamic Contactor 
  [27iic ]  Nh(j‟) 
 
   
  [28     ]  He   nodded his  head. 
  [28i    ]  Agent      Instrument 
  [28iia ] Causer   Change Bearer 
  [28iib ]  Ch(v‟) E[Bx(a‟)] 
 
   
  [29    ]  He  declared      her    the winner. 
  [29i   ]  Agent    Affected     Attribute 
 
  [29iia]  He  declared  that  she was the winner. 
  [29iib]  Causer    Causee 
  [29iic]     Ch1(s‟) E[ Bh2(a‟)] 
 
   

  [30    ]  The sun  turned   it  yellow. 
  [30i   ]  External Causer       Affected     Attribute 
  [30iia]  Causer       Change Bearer 
  [30iib]      Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟)] 
 
   
  [31    ]  The revolver  made  him   afraid.  
  [31i   ]  Instrument           Affected  Attribute 
  [31iia]  Causer          Change Bearer 
  [31iib]    Cr(m‟) E[Bh(j‟)] 
 
  [32    ]  I    found   it   strange. 
  [32i   ]  Recipient        Affected  Attribute 
   

[32iia]  I    found  that it was strange. 
  [32iib]  Dynamic Contactor    Contactee 
  [32iic]      Nh(c‟) A[Zx(f‟)] 
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  [33    ]  He    placed  it   on the shelf. 
  [33i   ]  Agent         Affected   Locative 
  [33iia]  Causer   Change Bearer Reference 
  [33iib]   Ch(v‟) E[ Br1(m‟)Rr2 (ℓ„)] 
   

 
  [34    ]  The storm   drove     the ship   ashore. 
  [34i   ]  External Causer     Affected  Locative 
  [34iia]  Causer      Change Bearer Reference 
  [34iib]   Cx(m”) E[ Br(d‟) Rx(ℓ„)] 
 
  [35    ]  A car   knocked it   down. 
  [35i   ]  Instrument        Affected  Locative 
  [35iia]  Causer        Change Bearer Reference 
  [35iib]   Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(d‟) Rx(ℓ„)] 
 
  [36    ]  I    prefer  them   on toast. 
  [36i   ]  Recipient    Affected Locative 
  [36iia]  I    prefer  that they are on toast 
  [36iib]  Nondynamic Contactor 
  [36iic]   Th(j‟) A[Zr1(m‟) Rr2(m‟)] 
 
 
  [37    ]  I   bought her  a gift. 
  [37i   ]  Agent     Recipient Affected 
  [37iia]  Dynamic Contactor   Reference Contactee 
  [37iib]   Ch1 E[Nh1(v‟) A[Br(m‟) Rh2(h‟)]] 
 
  [38    ]  She   gave  the door a kick . 
  [38i   ]  Agent     Affected Eventive 
  [38iia]  Causer    Contactor Contactee 
  [38iib]  Ch(v‟) E[Nr(m‟) Aw(v”] 
   
 
  [39    ]  She   knitted me  a sweater. 
  [39i   ]  Agent     Recipient Resultant 
  [39iia]  Causer    Reference Causee 
  [39iib]   Ch1(v‟) E [Br (m‟) Rh2(h‟)] 
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4.3 Fromkin et al’s Version 

 

Fromkin et al‟s (2003: 192-3) version comprises nine roles. 

(1) FD1 Agent  =  df  “ the one who performs an action” 

(2) FD2 Theme =  df  “ the one or thing that undergoes an action” 

(3) FD3 Location  =  df  “ the place where an action happens” 

(4) FD4 Goal  =   df  “ the place to which an action is directed” 

(5) FD5 Source  =  df  “the place from which an action originates” 

(6) FD6 Instrument =   df  “ the means by which an action is performed” 

(7) FD7  Experiencer =   df  “ one who perceives something” 

(8) FD8 Causative  =   df   “ a natural force that causes a change” 

(9) FD9 Possessor =   df  “ one who has something” 

 

[1    ]  Joyce   ran. 
[1i   ]  Agent 
[1iia]  Change Bearer 
[1iib]     Bh(v‟) 

 

  [2    ]  Mary   found   the puppy. 
  [2i   ]           Theme 
  [2iia]  Dynamic Contactor  Contactee 
  [2iib]   Nh(v‟,e‟) Ax(z‟) 
 
  [3    ]  It   rains   in Spain. 
  [3i   ]  
  [3iia]  Rain  falls   in Spain. 
  [3iib]  Change Bearer   Reference 
  [3iic]   Bx1(m”) Rx2(ℓ„) 
 
  [4    ]  Put    the cat    on the porch. 
  [4i   ]          Goal 
  [4iia]  You   put the cat   on the porch. 
  [4iib]  Causer          Change Bearer       Reference 
  [4iic]   Ch(v‟) E [Bx1(m‟) Rx2(ℓ„)] 
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  [5    ]  He   flew    from Iowa   to Idaho. 
  [5i   ]          Source 
  [5iia]  Change Bearer      Reference  Reference 
  [5iib]   B[Bh(h‟)Rx1(ℓ„)]Rx2(ℓ„) 
   
 
  [6    ]  Jo  cuts  hair  with a razor. 
  [6i   ]          Instrument 
  [6iia]  Causer  Change Bearer Causer 
  [6iib]   Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟)]] 
 
 
  [7    ]  Helen  heard  Robert playing the piano. 
  [7i   ]  Experiencer 
  [7iia]  Dynamic Contactor  Contactee 
  [7iib]   Nh1(e‟) A [Nh2(v‟) Ar(m‟)] 
 
  [8    ]  The wind damaged the roof. 
  [8i   ]  Causative 
  [8iia]  Causer   Change Bearer 
  [8iib]   Cx(m”) E[Br(f‟)] 
 

  [9    ]  The tail   of  the dog      wagged   furiously. 
  [9i   ]    Possessor 
  [9iia]  Change Bearer     Reference  
  [9iib]   [Bx1(a‟) Rx2(j‟‟)     
 
 

4.4 Kroeger’s Version  

Kroeger (2004:9-10) defines ten roles. 

(1) KD1 Agent  =   df  “ causer or initiator of events” 

(2) KD2 Experiencer = df  “animate entity which  perceives a stimulus    

       or registers a particular mental or emotional  

     process  or state” 

 

 

(3) KD3 Recipient  = df  “animate entity which receives or acquires  

      something” 
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(4) KD4 Beneficiary = df  “ entity (usually animate) for whose benefit  

     an action is performed” 

 

(5) KD5 Instrument = df  “inanimate entity used by an agent to  

      perform some action “ 

 

(6) KD6 Theme = df  “ entity which undergoes a change of  

      location or possession, or whose location is  

      being specified” 

 

(7) KD7 Patient = df “entity which is acted upon, affected or  

     created; or of which a state or change of state is  

     predicated” 

 

(8) KD8 Stimulus = df “ object of perception , cognition, or  

     emotion; entity which is seen, heard, known,  

     remembered, loved, hated, etc” 

 

(9) KD9 Location = df “ spatial reference point of the event” 

(9a)  KD9.1 Source = df “the origin (or beginning–point) of a  
motion” 

 
         (9b)  KD9.2 Goal  = df “the destination (or end-point) of a motion“ 

 

          (9c)  KD9.3 Path  = df” the pathway of a motion” 

 

(10) KD10 Accompaniment = df “the entity which accompanies or is  
  (or Comitative)  associated with the performance of an  
      action” 

 
  [1    ] John  gave  Mary     a bouquet of flowers. 
  [1i   ] Agent  Beneficiary            Theme 

  [1iia] Causer Contactor            Contactee 

  [1iib]  Ch1(v‟) E [Nh2(v‟) Aq(b‟)] 

 

  [2    ] John  baked  Mary     a chocolate cake. 
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  [2i   ] Agent  Beneficiary        Patient 

  [2iia] Causer Reference     Change Bearer 

[2iib]  Ch1(v‟) E[Br(m‟) Rh2(h‟)] 

 

[3    ] John opened the lock  with a key. 

[3i   ] Agent   Patient        Instrument  

[3iia] Causer  Change Bearer  Causer 

[3iib]  Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E[Br2(f„)]] 

 

[4    ] The key  opened the lock. 

[4i   ] Instrument   Patient 

[4iia] Causer   Change Bearer 

[4iib]  Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟)] 

 

[5    ] Sherlock Holmes   heard   a piercing scream. 

[5i   ] Experiencer     Stimulus 

[5iia] Dynamic Contactor    Contactee 

[5iib]  Nh(e‟)Ax(e‟‟) 

 

 

            

4.5 Brown and Miller’s Version12 

[1    ] She  was singing. 

{1i   ] Agent  

[1iia] Causer 

[1iib] Ch(v‟) 

 

[2    ] The string  broke. 

[2i   ] Patient 

[2iia] Change Bearer 

[2iib] Br(f‟) 

 

[3    ] John  sharpened the knife. 

[3i   ] Agent   Patient 

                                                           
12

 Unlike Quirk et al, Fromkin et al and Kroeger, Brown and Miller (2004) do not offer formal definitions of the 

semantic roles they posit. But they expressly classify situations into actions (i.e. change, dynamic contact, and 

causation) and states (i.e. nonchange, nondynamic contact, and anticausation). 
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[3iia] Causer  Change Bearer 

[3iib]  Ch(v‟) E[Br(f‟)] 

 

 

[4    ] The dog is  digging  a hole. 

[4i   ] Agent     Resultant 

[4iia] Causer    Causee 

[4iib]  Cz(v‟) Ex(ℓ„) 

 

 

[5    ] Harold ran  a mile. 

[5i   ] Agent    Range 

[5iia] Change Bearer Reference 

[5iib]  Bh(v‟) Rx(ℓ„) 

 

[6    ] Susan  went to  Denmark.   

[6i   ] Agent    Locative Goal 

[6iia] Change Bearer  Reference 

[6iib]  Bh(v‟) Rx(ℓ„) 

 

 

[7    ] Yasuko is arriving  from  Kyoto. 

[7i   ] Agent      Locative Source 

[7iia] Change Bearer    Reference 

[7iib]  Ch(v‟) Rx(ℓ„) 

 

[8    ] Helen   travelled  via Samarkand. 

[8i   ] Agent      Locative Path 

[8iia] Change Bearer    Reference 

[8iib]  Ch(v‟) Rx(ℓ„) 

 

[9    ] She  gave  the book to  Bill . 

[9i   ] Agent   Patient  Goal 

[9iia] Causer  Contactee  Dynamic Contactor 

[9iib]  Ch1(v‟) E [Nh2(v‟) Ar(d‟)] 

 

[10   ] I  got the cassette from David. 
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[10i  ] Agent   Patient   Source 

[10iia] Dynamic Contactor   Contactee  Causer 

[10iib]  h2(v‟)       r(d‟)    h1(v‟‟)  

[10iic]  Ch1(v‟) E [Nh2(v‟) Ar(d„)] 

 

[11    ] I  contacted  Jane  via  her sister. 

[11i   ] Agent   Patient Path 

[11iia] Dynamic Contactor Contactee Contactee 

[11iib]  Nh1(h‟) A [Nh2(h‟) Ah3(h‟)] 

 

[12    ] The painting   cost    £5,000. 

[12i   ] Neutral       Range 

[12iia] Nonchange Bearer   Reference 

[12iib]  Zr (m‟) Rx(p‟) 

 

[13    ] Miranda  knew  all the answers. 

 [13i   ] Dative          Neutral 

[13iia] Nondynamic  Contactor      Contactee 

[13iib]  Th(c‟) Ax(p‟) 

 

[14   ] Harriet  owns  a cat. 

 [14i  ] Dative     Neutral 

[15iia] Nondynamic Contactor  Contactee 

[15iib]  Th(a‟) Az(a‟) 

 

[15   ] Celia   is   cold/sad. 

[15i  ] Dative  

[15iia] Nonchange Bearer 

[15iib]        Zh(e‟)   Zh(j‟) 

 

[16   ] The child is   sleeping. 

[16i  ] Neutral 

[16iia] Nonchange Bearer 

[16iib]  Zh(e‟) 

 

 

[17   ] The town  is   dirty. 
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[17i  ] Neutral   Attribute 

[17iia] The town  is   dirty.  

[17iib] Nonchange Bearer 

[17iic]  Zx(ℓ„) 

 

[18   ] Fiona  is  the convener. 

[18i  ] Neutral    Role 

[18iia] Nonchange Bearer   Reference 

[18iib]  Zh(s‟) Rx(s‟) 

 

 

4.6 Inferences: The Nature and Number of Semantic Roles 

 

In Secs 4.1 – 5   I defend the central principle  formulated in Sec2.1. I specifically show 

the following: 

(1) If F


  =  ma


= O


  ,    then   F


    ≅  [∑] 

   (ma


= O


) ≅  [R]. 
 

(2) If F


  =  ma


  O


,    then    F


     ≅   [Φ] 

    ( ma

 O


) ≅   [E]. 

 

(3) If  12F


 =  - 21F


 ,        then 12F


       ≅   [Ψ]  

      - 21F


 ≅    [A]. 

 
From (1) - (3) I immediately infer (4). 

 (4a) There are nine and only nine semantic roles: [B], [Z], [R];   [C], [K], [E];  
 [N], [T], [A]. 
 

(4b) There are eight and only eight canonical semantic predicates: [B], [Z]; 
[BR], [ZR]; [NA], [TA]; [CE],[KE]. 

The conclusion (4a) is the solution to Larson and Segal‟s problem as formulated in Sec 1.  
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All versions of semantic role theory analysed in Secs 4.2 - 5 pay scant attention to 

semantic individuals and domains. They content themselves only with the human and 

nonhuman beings as individuals; and animate and inanimate domains. 

The conclusion (4b) in the form 

 (4bi) There are four and only four canonical semantic predicates: 

  [∑], [∑R], [ΨA] and [ΦE] 

 

represents an extremely strong springboard for the development of a periodic table of 

semantic predicates, to which I direct my attention in Sec 5. 

 

5. DEVELOPING A PERIODIC TABLE OF SEMANTIC PREDICATES 
 

5.1 Predicate Embedding 
 

In Sec 4.1  the term “semantic predicate”  is introduced intuitively and then defined 

recursively. Augmenting the definition, by a semantic predicate I understand either the 

property of a semantic individual or the relation that obtains between semantic 

individuals of an ordered set. In this Section I take up the analysis of a small sample of 

cases of predicate embedding. 

 [1ia ] Russell wrote ”Principia Mathematica”. 

 [1ib ] Ch(v‟) Ex(p‟)  

 [1ic ] [CE] 

 [1iia] That Russell wrote  “Principia Mathematica” is a fact. 

 [1iib]  Z[Ch(v‟) Ex (p‟)] 

 [1iic ]  Z[CE] 

 
 
Clearly, in [1], [CE] is embedded in [Z]. 
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 [2ia] John lives somewhere. 

 [2ib] Zh1(a‟) Rx (ℓ„) 

 [2iia] Peter knows where John lives. 

 [2iib] Th2(c‟) A[Zh1(a‟) Rx (ℓ„)] 

 [2iic] TA [ZR] 

 
Here {ZR] is embedded in [TA]. 
 

 [3ia] The president died. 

 [3ib] Bh1(a‟)  

 [3iia] Someone assassinated the president. 

 [3iib] Ch2(v‟) E[Bh1(a‟)]  

 [3iiia] He knows who assassinated the president. 

 [3iiib] Th3(c‟) A [Ch2(v‟) E[Bh1(a‟)]] 

 [3iiic] TA[CE[B]] 

 

In [3], [B] is embedded in [CE];and, in turn, CE[B] is embedded in [TA]. 

 

 [4ia] They told me that Peter was dying. 

 [4ib] Ch3(s‟) E [Nh2(c‟) A[Bh1(a‟)]] 

 [4ic] CE[NA[B]] 

 

In [4],  [B]  is embedded in [NA] ; NA[B] is embedded in [CE]. 

 

 [5ia] I remember  that the child saw him leave the room. 

 [5ib] Nh3(c‟) A [Nh2(e‟) A[Bh1(v‟) Rx(ℓ„)]] 

 [5ic] NA[NA[BR]] 

 

In [5],  [BR]  is embedded in [NA]; NA[BR] is embedded in [NA]. 

 

[6ia] The show lasted for as long as the audience could choose the type of 

music they enjoyed. 

[6ib] Bx1(a”) R[Nh(v‟) A[Nh(j‟) Ax2(s‟‟)]] 

[6ic] BR[NA[NA]] 
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In [6], [NA] is embedded in [NA]; NA[NA] is embedded in [BR]. 

 

 

 [7ia] He thought that he had reached where she had killed a crocodile. 

 [7ib] Nh1(c‟) A [Bh1(v‟) R[Ch2(v‟) E[Bz(a‟)]]] 

 [7ic] NA[BR[CE[B]]] 

 

In [7], [B] is embedded in [CE]; CE[B] is embedded in [BR]; BR[CE[B]] is embedded in 

[NA]. 

 

 [8ia] That John used a key to open the lock is doubtful. 

 [8ib] Z[Ch(v‟) E[Cr1(m‟) E [Br2(f‟)]]] 

 [8ic] Z[CE[CE[B]]] 

 

In [8], [B] is embedded in [CE]; CE[B] is embedded in [CE]; CE[CE[B]] is embedded in 

[Z]. 

 

Further examples to illustrate predicate embedding are derivable from the data 

analysed in Secs 4.2 -5. Each example is specified, evidenced, and generalized.  

(1) From Quirk et al‟s data: 

(a) CE[B]; 16, 19, 28-31; ΦE[∑] 

(b) KE[Z];18; ΦE[∑] 

(c) CE[CE[B]]; 19 ; ΦE[ΦE[∑]] 

(d) CE[NA]; 21; ΦE[ ΨA] 

(e) NA[Z] ; 32 ; ΨA[∑] 

(f) CE[BR] ; 33-5 ;ΦE[∑R] 

(g) TA[ZR] ;36 ; ΨA[∑R] 

(h) CE[NA[BR]]; 37 ; ΦE[ΨA[∑R]] 

(2) From Fromkin et al‟s data: 

(a) CE[BR] ; 4 ; ΦE[∑R] 

(b) BR[BR] ; 5 ; ∑R[∑R] 
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(c) CE[CE[B]] ; 6; ΦE[ΦE[∑]] 

(d) NA[NA] ; 7 ; ΨA[ΨA] 

(e) CE [B] ; 8 ; ΦE[∑] 

 

(3) From Kroeger‟s data: 

(a) CE[NA] ; 1 ; ΦE[ΨA] 

(b) CE[BR] ; 2 ; ΦE[∑R] 

(c) CE[CE[B]] ;3 ; ΦE[ΦE[∑]] 

(d) CE[B] ;4 ; ΦE[∑] 

 

(4) From Brown and Miller‟s data: 

(a) CE[B] ; 2 ; ΦE[∑] 

(b) CE[NA] ; 9 , 10 ; ΦE[ΨA] 

(c) NA[NA] ; 11; ΨA[ΨA] 

 

5.2 The Periodic Table of Semantic Predicates 
 

Further corroborative evidence for the force-role correspondence principle as 

propounded in Sec 2.1 finds expression in the periodic classification of semantic 

predicates. The Periodic Law of Semantic Predicates states that semantic predicates 

form a periodic system in which the periodicity is a function of change, contact, 

causation, and predicate embedding. 

 

Letting Π  = [∑], [∑R], [ΨA], [ΦE], the arrangement in (1) 

 

(1) [∑]  [∑R]    [ΨA]   [ΦE] 

 

shows ascending complexity: from change (absolute and relative); contact; causation of 

change and contact. Embedding Π  in  [∑],  [∑R],   [ΨA] and [ΦE]  leads to (2). 

 

(2) ∑[Π ]   ∑R[Π ]    ΨA[Π ]   ΦE[Π ]13 

 
                                                           
13

 Interestingly, predicate embedding corresponds to the equation – of – motion embedding in Sec 4.1. 
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Clearly, the ascending complexity in (1) is conserved in (2). Thus far (1) and (2) 

constitute two periods of the periodic table to be erected. It should be noted that (2) is 

the result of periodically embedding Π  in [∑] ,[∑R] ,[ΨA] and [ΦE ] all of (1). Before 

generating the rest of the Periodic Table let the predicates of Periods 1 and 2 be 

numbered as shown in(1a) and (2a). 

 

  (1a) 1 [ ∑ ]  2 [∑R]  3 [ΨA]  4 [ΦE]    

  (2a) 5 ∑ [Π]  6 ∑R[Π]  7 ΨA[Π]  8 ΦE[Π ]   

 

Part of the Periodic Table is shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: (First Part of ) The Periodic Table of Semantic Predicates 

 Group I Group II Group III Group IV 

Period 1 1 [ ∑ ] 2 [∑R] 3 [ΨA] 4 [ΦE] 

Period 2 5 ∑ [Π] 6 ∑R[Π] 7 ΨA[Π] 8 ΦE[Π ] 

 

The Periodic Table exhibits horizontal arrangements (Periods) and vertical 

arrangements (Groups). Periods 3-6 are generated by periodic embedding of 5∑[Π],  6 

∑R[Π] , 7 ΨA[Π] and 8ΦE[Π ]  (see Table 2). 

 

Table 2: (Second Part of ) The Periodic Table of Semantic Predicates 

 Group 1 Group II Group III Group IV 

Period 3 9[[Π]]  10R[[Π]] 11A[[Π ]] 12ΦE[[Π ]] 

Period 4 13[R[Π ]] 14R[R[Π ]] 15A[R[Π]] 16 ΦE[R[Π ]] 

Period 5 17[A[Π]] 18R[A[Π]] 19A[A[Π]] 20ΦE[A[Π]] 

Period 6 21[ΦE[Π]] 22R[ΦE[Π]] 23A[ΦE[Π]] 24ΦE[ΦE[Π]]  

 

A predicate Ω is periodically embedded if and only if it is embedded in [ ∑ ],[∑R], ,[ΨA] 

and [ΦE ] such that  ∑[Ω], ∑R[Ω], ΨA[Ω] and ΦE[Ω] form a period.  
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Periods 7-22 are generated by periodic embedding of 9[[Π]], 10R[[Π]],  

11A[[Π ]] …22R[ΦE[Π]], 23A[ΦE[Π]], 24ΦE[ΦE[Π]]. 

  
The full Periodic Table is presented in Table 3 below. 
 
Table 3: The Periodic Table of Semantic Predicates  
 Group I Group II Group III Group IV 

Period 1 1[] 2[R] 3[A] 4[ΦE] 

Period 2 5  [Π ] 6 R[Π ] 7A[Π ] 8 ΦE[Π ] 

Period 3 9[[Π]]  10R[[Π]] 11A[[Π ]] 12ΦE[[Π ]] 

Period 4 13[R[Π ]] 14R[R[Π ]] 15A[R[Π]] 16 ΦE[R[Π ]] 

Period 5 17[A[Π]] 18R[A[Π]] 19A[A[Π]] 20ΦE[A[Π]] 

Period 6 21[ΦE[Π]] 22R[ΦE[Π]] 23A[ΦE[Π]] 24ΦE[ΦE[Π]]  

Period 7 25[[[Π]]] 26R[[[Π]]] 27A[[[Π]]] 28ΦE[[[Π]]] 

Period 8 29[R[[Π]]] 30R[R[[Π ]]] 31A[R[[Π]]] 32ΦE[R[[Π]]] 

Period 9 33[A[[Π]]] 34R[A[[Π]]] 35A[A[ [Π]]] 36ΦE[A[ [Π]]] 

Period 10 37[ΦE[[Π]]] 38R[ΦE[[Π ]]] 39A[ΦE[[Π]]] 40ΦE[ΦE[[Π]]] 

Period 11 41[[R[Π ]]] 42R[[R[Π ]]] 43A[[R[Π]]] 44ΦE[[R[Π]]] 

Period 12 45[R[R[Π]]] 46R[R[R[Π]]] 47A[R[R[Π]]] 48ΦE[R[R[Π]]] 

Period 13 49[A[R[Π]]] 50R[A[R[Π]]] 51A[A[R[Π]]] 52ΦE[A[R[Π]]] 

Period 14 53[ΦE[R[Π]]] 54R[ΦE[R[Π]]] 55A[ΦE[R[Π]]] 56ΦE[ΦE[R[Π]]] 

Period 15 57[[A[Π]]] 58R[[A[Π]]] 59A[[A[Π]]] 60ΦE[[A[Π]]] 

Period 16 61[R[A[Π]]] 62R[R[A[Π]]] 63A[R[A[Π]]] 64ΦE[R[A[Π]]] 

Period 17 65[A[A[Π]]] 66R[A[A[Π]]] 67A[A[A[Π]]] 68ΦE[A[A[Π]]] 

Period 18 69[ΦE[A[Π]]] 70R[ΦE[A[Π]]] 71A[ΦE[A[Π]]] 72ΦE[ΦE[A[Π]]] 
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Period 19 73[[ΦE[Π]]] 74R[[ΦE[Π]]] 75A[[ΦE[Π]]] 76ΦE[[ΦE[Π]]] 

Period 20 77[R[ΦE[Π]]] 78R[R[ΦE[Π]]] 79A[R[ΦE[Π]]] 80ΦE[R[ΦE[Π]]] 

Period 21 81[A[ΦE[Π]]] 82R[A[ΦE[Π]]] 83A[A[ΦE[Π]]] 84ΦE[A[ΦE[Π]]] 

Period 22 85[ΦE[ΦE[Π]]] 86R[ΦE[ΦE[Π]]] 87A[ΦE[ΦE[Π]]] 88ΦE[ΦE[ΦE[Π]]] 

 

It is worth noting that each group of the Periodic Table is also simultaneously periodic; 

it has altogether periods from (vertical) Period 3 to (vertical) Period 22. In other words, 

the 88-predicate Table is biperiodic14. 

 

6. CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND QUESTIONS 
 

The main purpose of this Section is to aptly summarize the paper in tabular form with a 
few questions deduced and appended. 
 
Table 4: From the Extralinguistic Situations to the Periodic Table of Semantic  
  Predicates 

 Change 
Absolute; Relative 

Contact Causation 

Extralinguistic 
Situations 

 

 

    ●         ●   x 

 

 

●● 

 

             ● 

●⧠→   ●        x 

            ●● 

Mental 
Newtonianization  

F


  =  ma


= O


 
 

12F


 =  - 21F


 F


  =  ma


  O


 
 

Rolization  ∑ ;  ∑ , R Ψ , A Φ, E 

Simple Predicate  
Formation 

[ ∑] ; [ ∑R] [ ΨA] [ΦE] 

Complex Predicate 
Formation  

 
∑[Ω] ; ER[Ω] 

 
ΨA[Ω] 

 
ΦE[Ω] 

Biperiodic 
Classification of 
Predicates 

The Biperiodic Table of Semantic Predicates 

 
                                                           
14

 But, by contrast, a group in the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements is not periodic. 
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There are three extralinguistic situation types: change (absolute; relative ), contact and 

causation. In the above Table the entities participating in the situations are represented 

by dark circles (entities), a cross (reference), and ⧠→ (causation operator). It is 

conjectured that Newtonian mental mapping of every extralinguistic situation takes 

place. Therefore, correspondingly, every extralinguistic situation obeys a particular Law 

of Newton: F


 =  ma


= O


 (change), 12F


 =  - 21F


(contact), and F


  =  ma


  O


 (causation). It 

is further conjectured that  there is a one-to-one correspondence between Newtonian 

forces and semantic roles. Hence, with the predicates growing out of roles, we have: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(1a) (   =  m = ) ≅ ∑⍺ (δ’) 

 

[∑]    [Ø] 

 (1b)  (   =  m = ) ≅ ∑⍺1(δ1„) R⍺2 (δ2‟)  

 

[∑]   [R] 

(2)      (    = - )  ≅ Ψ⍺1(δ1„) A⍺2 (δ2‟) 

 

 

 [Ψ]     [A] 

(3) (   =  m  ) ≅ Φ⍺1(δ1„) E⍺2 (δ2‟) 

 

 

 

 [Φ ]    [E] 
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Embedding of the general predicate leads to the formation of complex predicates. 

Utilizing the periodicity of the sequence [∑], [∑R] , [ΨA] and [ΦE] , the Periodic Table of 

Semantic Predicates is constructed. 

 

Larson and Segal‟s extreme pessimism as regards a viable solution to the problem of 

semantic roles would tend to render the contribution embodied in this paper either very 

thought-provoking or outright absurd. Nevertheless, if we are to remain committed to 

reason, we must entertain the following difficult questions: 

(1) Is the one-to-one correspondence between Newtonian forces and semantic 

roles merely accidental or in actual fact nomic? 

 

(2) In the light of newtonianization, rolization and predication of the 

extralinguistic situation what do acousto-and optolanguages have in 

common? 

 

(3) Is it conjecturable that the biperiodic classification of semantic predicates lays 

the groundwork for the construction of cognitively fundamental   laws in 

theoretical linguistics? 

 

(4) If rolization corresponds to motion one-to-one, is it not inferable that 

predication obeys Newton‟s Laws of Motion? 
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GREEK AND NONLITERAL SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER 

Greek Symbols 

Symbol Pronunciation   Symbol Pronunciation 

Θ  (theta)/‟θi:tә/   

Π  (pi)/pаı/ 

Σ  (sigma)/'sıɡmә/  

Φ  (phi)/fаı/ 

Ψ  (psi)/sаı/ 

Ω  (omega)/'ɔʊmıɡә/ 

⍺  (alpha)/‘ælfә/ 

β   (beta)/‟bi:tә/ 

δ  (delta)/‟deltә/ 

ε  (epsilon)/‟epsılɔn/  
“is an   element of” 
 

ζ  (zeta)/‟zi:tә/ 

κ  (kappa)/‟kæpә/ 

ν  (nu)/nju:/ 

σ  (sigma)/‟sıɡmә/ 

τ  (tau)/tаʊ/ 

χ  (chi)/kаı/ 

 

             

Nonliteral Symbols 

Symbol   Pronunciation 

    (arrow) (1) “ is mapped to” 
       (2) “vector” 
 

(          )   (opening/closing round brackets) 
but, ⍺ (δ’)   “⍺ in domain  δ prime” 
⍺ (δ”)    “⍺ in domain  δ  double prime” 
 

[         ]    (opening/closing square brackets) 
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But, [θ]   “semantic role θ “ 
[Ω]    “semantic predicate Ω “ 
[∅]    “zero semantic role ∅ “ 
 
 
≅    “corresponds to” 

│    (vertical stroke) 
    “embeds” as in  

    F


  =  ma

 O


│  F


  =  ma


  O


  │ F


  =  ma


 = O


 ││  

        ≅  CE[CE[B]]    
 

˃──˂     “correlates with” 

⧠→    “causes” 
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